
The Ongoing Sky Mysteries
Keeping Our Hearts Open Even When We are in Hell

.
Upcoming Planetary Ini2a2on Cycles

Le#ng Go of the Old and Embracing New Possibili:es
.



How is it I am joyously living a more
magical, fun, abundant, and heart-inspired life 

way better than I have ever imagined?



Dec Sols)ce Sun is 0 Cap

Plane of Solar System or Eclip)c

Celes)al Equator

The Dec Solstice Sun 
on the Galactic Cross 

Center Point from 1962 to 2034 
Entire Window is 1926 to 2070 

The 26,000 Year Galac/c Alignment 
and Pluto approaching the Sea Goat
Arriving around 2028

Pluto
Pluto Enters Aquarius in 2023

Galactic Center

The Galac)c Plane



Con/nuing to Radically Change 
Earth’s Des/ny 2022 and 2023
The Nodes enter 29 degrees Taurus/Scorpio On 
January 18, 2022.

The North Node is exi-ng the Sacred Hoop of Stars 
aligned with the Pleiades. The North Node entered 
the Sacred Hoop in March of 2019 nearly 3 years prior
.

The North Node (22 Taurus 58) & Uranus (12 Taurus 58)
are within 10 degrees starDng on April 2, 2022 
unDl early March 2023.

Uranus is conjunct the North Node exact 
July 31, 2022 (18 Taurus 41)
.

The Nodes enter Aries/Libra July 17, 2023 
within a very close square to Pluto 
.

Pluto is exactly square the Nodes on July 22, 2023 
(Magdalene Feast Day)

South Node
Past

Uranus Unexpected Events Radical Change

North Node
Future

Uranus

Courage to 
Surrender and 
Let Go
.
Expect this is a  
Divine Unfolding 
for the Greatest 
Good of all LIFE!

Cultivate Trust, 
Faith, Optimism
and Allowing

Eclipses



Some Addi)onal Events in 2022
.

Jan 03, 2022 
Jupiter (01°Pi 02’) squares the Nodes (01°Ge 02’)
Illumina=ng New Possibili=es 
Apr 11, 2022 
Saturn 22°Aq 57’ squares the Nodes (22°Ta 57’)
ImplemenDng New Structures for Great Sustainable Results

Apr 12, 2022 
Jupiter conjuncts Neptune (23°Pi 58’)
Dreaming the Dream Onward
.
May 10, 2022 Jupiter enters Aries
Oct 27, 2022 Jupiter returns to Pisces
Dec 20, 2022 Jupiter returns to Aries

Uranus

Saturn
Structure and From

Jupiter
New Visions and Dreams



The first ever Pluto return to USA natal Pluto HAS BEGUN!
Pluto was in Capricorn from 1762 to 1778 (about 16 years)
The United States Declared itself a Country on July 4, 1776 – 245 years ago in 2021
Pluto was at 27 Capricorn 33
.

Pluto returns about every 248 years though not precise due to ellip/cal orbit  
Pluto came within less than a degree of the USA Pluto in April 2021 
sta=oning retrograde at 26 Capricorn 48 – 45 minutes from being exact
Pluto comes back to 27 Capricorn 53 October 10, 2023 or 247 years later

Pluto

Earth

PlutoEarth



Pluto Ini/a/ons Are About
Dying to:
• A Percep9on and/or Belief about Life or ourselves 

that limits who we are especially due to fear of 
something – not good enough, failing etc…

• A Way of Being that no longer serves
• An Iden9ty that limits Living from our true self

Pluto Operates through chaos, powerlessness and 
events beyond our control. 

It’s about facing our Shadow and Deepest Fears so 
you are no longer limited or defined by these fears. 

Reward and Punishment, Good and Bad are 
irrelevant. Being ”good” won’t get you out of having 
to let go

This is about transforma9on whether wanted or not



Pluto’s Gifts
Alchemy and transformation through Death and Rebirth

Discovering the buried treasure within - once the fear, grief, pain, rage, aggression, jealousy, 
etcetera has been embraced and transformed - revealing our greatest strengths and gifts

Stripping away the false self (the dissolution of the caterpillar) to reveal the 
True Empowered Self (being transformed into the butterfly or Phoenix)

Link To Ar;stLink to Source

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/AWxctUe07vgm9QK-vl1r48AGPXp0QxCLiE_VBLoOXvkCv-S-JqFLByU/
https://www.istockphoto.com/search/2/image?mediatype=illustration&phrase=caterpillar+butterfly


The United States Pluto Return lasts from April 2021 to January 2024
There are Three Exact Passes to the USA Pluto in 2022

February 19, 2022 at 7:22 pm, PST 10:22 pm EST
July 11, 2022 at 3:03 PDT, 6:06 pm EDT (retrograde)
December 27, 2022 at 4:20 PST, 7:20 pm EST
Cycle begins comple/on phase in Oct of 2023 and is complete Jan 2024

Chiron in Aries (2019 to 2026) passes the USA natal Chiron July 2023
Another Underworld Ini/a/on to turn our wounds into our Medicine

Surface of Pluto 



Pluto is a Cultural or Collec@ve 
Death and Rebirth Ini@a@on

The United States is having to Die to Who It has Been 
To BE reborn to its original intent

Pluto penetrates deep into the hidden lies and manipula9on for 
power & control

Bringing the shadow to light - purifying and transforming them 
so a new birth can occur

This is exposing Capricorn’s shadow that has manifested in the 
United States inherent structures of government, economics, 
educa9on, health care, climate crisis, spiritual fundamentalism 
etc… that are designed to control and manipulate and limit our 
freedom

h<ps://lightseerstarot.com/light-seers-tarot-meanings-death/Image link

https://lightseerstarot.com/light-seers-tarot-meanings-death/


Sirius with the Sun 
was exact on July 
4 back in 1776 
and is a BIG 
reason why the 
Declaration of 
Independence 
was purposely and  
ceremonially put 
into place on that 
date in 1776.



Pluto as a Teacher, Guide and IniNator is always 
about empowerment first through the alchemy of 
transforming Shadow and Facing Fears.

Some helpful Pluto QuesNons :
.

Are you willing to surrender and face your deepest fears? 
.

Are you in denial of what scares you, blaming others 
rather than looking at what is really going on for you? 
.

Are you experiencing events beyond your control that are 
bringing up fears you didn’t even know you had?
.

Are you at the effect of addic)ons, expecta)ons, limited 
perspec)ves that are holding you back from experiencing 
the magnificence of your true self?
.

Are you embracing what scares you - trus)ng that in doing 
so, you will ul)mately be empowered in ways you haven’t 
yet imagined?

Cayelin Castell @celes>al>mings.com



Prophecy Rock Near Oraibi, Arizona, symbolizes 
many Hopi prophecies. This is some of what it
means:

To the left is an image of Great Spirit in Human form 
instructing humans to lay down their weapons.
The vertical line to the right of the Great Spirit is a time 
scale in thousands of years. The point at which the great 
Spirit touches the line is the time of his return.

The "life path" established by the Great Spirit divides into 
the lower, narrow path of continuous Life in harmony with 
nature. The upper road is of white man's scientific 
achievements. 

The bar between the paths, above the cross, is the coming 
of white men; the Cross is that of Christianity. 
The circle below the cross represents the continuous 
Path of Life.

The four small human figures on the upper road represent, 
on one level, the past three worlds and the present; on 
another level, the figures indicate that some 
of the Hopi will travel the white man's path, having been 
seduced by its glamour.

The two circles on the lower Path of Life are the "great 
shaking of the earth" (World Wars One and Two).

White Man Arrives

Great Spirit



Prophecy Rock Near Oraibi, Arizona

The Upper path is the path of destruction or the path of the
two hearted who are driven in Power Over Others and
Greed. A two hearted person thinks with their head 
rather than their heart

The Lower Path is the path of the One Hearted 
representing those who think with their heart leading to 
harmony and balance

The short line that returns to the straight Path of Life is the 
last chance for people to turn back to nature before the 
upper road disintegrates and dissipates. 

The small circle above the Path of Life, after the last 
chance, is the Great Purification, after which corn will grow 
in abundance again when the Great Spirit returns. 
And the Path of Life continues forever...

A Worthy Questions:
Am I living on the one-hearted path?
Am I living with my heart wide open, forgiving, grateful, 
compassionate and kind even in challenging times? 
Even when it feels like I am in Hell? 
.

Two Hearted Path

One Hearted Path Point of No Return from 
the Two hearted path

Point of No Return from 
the Two hearted path❤



Additional Prophecies to Note:

Hopi prophecy says it up to the people with good
pure hearts who are not afraid to fulfill their des;ny of peace and plenty for 
this world. We now stand at a crossroad whether to lead ourselves in 
everlas;ng life or total destruc;on. We believe that human beings' spiritual 
power through prayer is so strong that it decides life on Earth. 
We ARE the ones we have been wai>ng for!

The Mayan and Tibetans speak of this as the ‘Age of Flowers’

The Quero (a Quechua-Peru) in the Cusco Region call it the ‘Age of Peace 
and Illumina>on’

Ancient Egyp>an rites of Ini>a>on were paPerned on the 
Seeding, Budding, Blooming and Frui>ng of the Heart

The Mayan Calendar saw this as 
‘Seeding and Birthing New reality’

The planetary alignments are here to remind us it is >me to let go of the 
past and open our hearts to the Cosmic Codes we all carry within 
awakening us to the Divine Love guiding us toward our des>ny when we 
surrender, allow and forgive!

A Golden Age of
Peace and Plenty for ALL



How is it that I am experiencing such great Peace and Love
within myself regardless of what is going on in the outer world?

Why is my heart growing more open, loving, compassionate and forgiving everyday?
Why am I experiencing more and more magic and mystery all around me?

“All paths are the same: they lead 
nowhere. ... Does this path have a heart? 
If it does, the path is good; if it doesn't, it 
is of no use. Both paths lead nowhere; but 
one has a heart, the other doesn't. One 
makes for a joyful journey; as long as you 
follow it, you are one with it. The other 
will make you curse your life. One makes 
you strong; the other weakens you.” 
~ Carlos Castaneda, The Teachings of Don 
Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge

❤


